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1.

INTRODUCTION

One of the important tasks of in-service weld inspection is the detection of planar defects and its sizing.
The depth, length and kind of the indications are essential tools for the decision about acceptance or
rejection. For this purpose, the new system for mechanised radiometric inspection, ‘TomoCAR’ [5], was
developed and qualified during the last years. This system is designed to scan girth seams of pipelines
using a digital detector (e.g. line camera, flat panel detector) and an X-ray tube in a numerically
controlled geometry.
The applied principle of line scanning yields several advantages in comparison to the film
radiography. The collimated line camera reduces the scattered radiation down to a negligible intensity.
New calibration procedures for flat panel detectors enable the measurement of thick components with
improved contrast sensitivity, exceeding film quality. The application of different radiation angles
increases the probability of detection of planar defects and reduces the false call rate. Furthermore, the
multi angle technique provides enough information for a 3D-reconstruction of the weld structure. New
methods of digital laminography and tomosynthesis permit the measurement of indication shape and
depth measurement.
For high accuracy applications the principle of planar tomography is also applied. Cross sectional
images of selected weld positions can be measured and reconstructed within few minutes. The used
reconstruction is based on a modified filtered back projection. This algorithm is a typical analysis method
and is applied for quantitative evaluation of the different structures, including depth.
The wall thickness and the inner shape of the surface can be reconstructed with the same data set of
projections. Non-relevant information is eliminated by superimposing of both results. The shape and the
depth of the indication can be measured in relation to the wall thickness. This method provides non
destructive cross sections as alternative to metallographic sectioning.
The developed prototype was qualified successfully according to the ENIQ guidelines. TomoCAR
is presented together with the results of the different measurement techniques and the ENIQ qualification.

Fig. 1 - Scheme of the mechanised X-ray inspection.

2.

PRINCIPLE

The principle of the Tomographic Computer Aided Radiology (TomoCAR) is represented in fig. 1. The
X-ray tube and radiographic line camera are mounted on the pipe separated by an angle of 180°, so that a
girth weld seam is scanned by a synchronous movement of the X-ray tube and radiographic line camera
line by line. The scan results in a radiometric digital image, which is represented on the monitor (fig. 2)
and may be printed onto film.
The first evaluation can be carried out with this radiometric image. For this purpose standard
functions of the image processing, such as contrast, brightness, edge enhancement and zoom functions,
can be used as supporting tools. With the result of the first evaluation it will be decided if further analysis
methods must be used for the better evaluation of the indication.
The applied principle of line scanning yields several advantages in comparison to the film
radiography. The radiation direction corresponds to the central projection technique which always enables
radial penetration. All radial flaws (like cracks) are detected with maximum contrast. The application of
different radiation angles increases the probability of detection of planar defects and reduces the false call
rate. Furthermore, the multi angle technique provides enough information for a 3D-reconstruction of the
weld structure.

Fig. 2- Digital image of a scanned weld seam (diameter 140mm, wall thickness 13mm, image processing:
edge enhancement).

3.

RESULTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT

3.1

Analysis manipulator

The analysis manipulator is built up as a modular system, which can be adapted to the requirements of the
examination task (fig. 3). Pipes can be tested with a diameter of 176 mm up to 500 mm with three
interchangeable ring track systems. The manipulator is applicable for pipe to pipe or pipe to elbow
combinations.
The configuration and examining preparation of the manipulator can be carried out outside the
control range on the basis of the tube geometry and the local conditions. The manipulator is set on the
pipe for the examination and fastened with belts during the complete procedure. All further manipulations
are carried out by a computer-aided control and data acquisition hardware.

a)

Tube diameter
Scan range
Circumference
Image width
Angle of incidence

176...500 mm
45°
100 mm
max. ±45 °

Weight
Manipulator
X-ray tube
Line camera

approx. 15 kg
approx. 11 kg
approx. 2 kg

b)

Fig. 3 - TomoCAR-System. The rotational movement of the line camera and X-ray tube around the pipe
can be synchronously carried out with the motor 'phi' . Fig. a) shows the linear axis 'Y' which moves only
the X-ray tube parallel to the pipe axis. Fig. b) shows the line camera with the motor 'alpha' to adjust the
line camera and X-ray tube.

3.2

New X-ray flat tube for in-service inspection

A newly developed X-ray flat tube is used with a maximum X-ray energy of 240kV (600W) and a focal
spot size of 0,5mm according to european standard DIN EN 12543. The design of this X-ray flat tube is
implemented in metal-ceramic technique, has a compact size and is applicable for in-service inspection
(tab.1 and fig.4).
The acceleration path cathode-anode is arranged perpendicularly to the X-ray housing axis. The
tube is built up as a bipolar system. Small diameters of the high-voltage cables reduce the weight and
resulting moments of a torque with the manual manipulation as well as with proceeding in a mechanized
system. The anode angle amounts to 6° and causes a higher brilliance of the X-ray beam and a smaller
effective focal spot in comparison to the typical target angle of 22° of most NDT-tubes. The beam exit
window (emission window) is laid out in fan beam geometry for tomographical examination.

Target
Focal spot size,
thermal (DIN EN 12543)
Anode angle
Emission angle
Inherent filtration
max. DC-Voltage, constant
Anode load
Tube size
Weigth
Cooling - oil, flow rate

Tungsten (W)
0,5 mm
6°
70° * 12°
1,5mm V2A
240 kV
600 W
270 * 135 * 72 mm3
7 kg
≤ 3 l/min, @ 3 bar

Tab. 1 - Technical Parameters of the new X-ray flat tube (summary).

Fig. 4 - New X-ray flat tube. The size and the weight were reduced by 50%.

3.3

Digital radiometric detectors

Digital detectors (e.g. line camera or flat panel detector) are particularly suitable for radiometric
applications. They allow a high degree of automation. The data acquisition and synchronization with a
manipulation system can be realized by intelligent software solutions.
Radiometric digital detectors can be subdivided into two classes: indirect converting detectors and
direct converting detectors. Indirect converting detector works with a two-step conversion. In the first step
the incident X-ray photons are converted into light by an X-ray scintillator, afterwards the light is
detected by photodiodes and converted into an electronic signal. The most common scintillators are
cesium iodide (CsI) or gadolinium oxysulfide (Gd2O2S). Direct converting detectors convert the X-ray
photons directly into electronic signals. Amorphous selenium (α-Se) or cadmium telluride (CdTe) single
crystals are used as detector materials [1].

3.3.1. Line camera system
The applied X-ray line camera system (fig. 5) consists of an X-ray scintillator as converter and CMOSline. A slit collimator mounted in the front of the camera box, whose width is adjustable in a range of
tenth of a millimeter. Investigations showed that a slit width of 0.5 mm leads already to a reduction of a
scattered radiation of 95%. A temperature control is not necessary for the used CMOS-array.
The pixel size amounts to 83 µm at 1854 pixels per line. The wall thickness contrast resolution is
better than 2%, the basic spatial resolution amounts to 100...125 µm. Planar inhomogeneities can be
detected with a higher detection probability. Radiometric images are produced for penetrated steel
thicknesses of 16...50 mm (8...25 mm of wall thickness). The complete examination time corresponds
approximately to the time, which would be required for a manual examination with film.

Fig. 5 - View of the line camera system, mounted in the manipulation holder. The line camera contains
two CMOS-lines and a double slit collimator in front of the lines. The size amounts 200mm x 70mm x
40mm.

3.3.2 Flat panel detector system
Figure 6 shows an exploded view of the used flat panel detector. The applied flat panel has a sensitive
area of 51,1 mm x 25,5 mm. The pixel size amounts 100 x 100 µm². The crystal thickness of the converter
material CdTe is 0,75 mm. The electronic and interface board is arranged behind the CdTe crystal-CMOS
hybrid board. The wall thickness contrast resolution is better than 1%, the basic spatial resolution
amounts to 100 µm.

The flat panel allows using different modes of operation: dynamic or static for accumulating an
image over a user defined integration time. The maximal frame rate amounts up to 50 frames per second.
The detector has also a temperature control [3].

Fig. 6 - Exploded view of the flat panel detector [2] (manufactured by Oy Ajat Ltd., Espoo, Finland)

4.

MEASUREMENT OF THE PIPE WALL CROSS SECTION BY
TOMOGRAPHIC METHODS

MEANS OF

The basic problem of radiography and radiometric scan techniques is the dependence of the measured
crack contrast on the radiation direction in relation to the crack position. Only penetration parallel to the
crack plane (or to the largest planar plane) leads to a sufficient image contrast. The scanner (fig. 1)
developed at BAM allows the modification of the beam direction and therefore the detection of planar
flaws that proceed in radial direction and along the circumference, respectively. Scans of the weld seam
with different angles of incidence lead to multi-angle projections which improve the detection probability
of flat inhomogeneities in the material. Among others it is also possible to configure the system for a
special examination of a lack of fusion.

4.1

Computed Laminography

The principle of application is based on the multi-angle technique. The X-ray tube is shifted along the
pipe axis step by step. For each step a full 360° scan or only a predefined section of the pipe is taken as a
2-dimensional projection. In contrast to the X-ray tube the line camera or flat panel detector is not shifted
parallel to the pipe axis during the complete measuring procedure. This algorithm corresponds to the
coplanar translational laminography, which was adapted to the requirements for the inspection of girth
weld seams (fig. 7).

Fig. 7 - Principle of the application of multi-angle radiography for the reconstruction of planes on the
basis of laminography

If the X-ray tube is shifted parallel to the pipe axis and additionally, corresponding to fig. 7, each
step is combined with an angular shift (pre-scan and post-scan), the principle of the coplanar rotational
laminography can be applied [4].
Due to this analogy between the configuration of the multi angle-technique and laminography the
3-dimensional reconstruction of the weld seam is possible. Either all measured radiometric scans can be
evaluated or (and) the weld seam can be inspected plane by plane from the reconstructed 3D-data set.

4.2

Planar tomography

For applications of higher accuracy the principle of planar tomography can be applied. For this purpose
the X-ray tube is shifted continuously parallel to the pipe axis in a radiation angle range of up to ±45° to
the detector normal. During the movement of the X-ray tube usually more than 400 one- or two
dimensional projections are acquired. Therefore, each single scan represents a defined angle of incidence
of the X-ray beam in relation to the detector and weld. The detector is not shifted during the scan of the xray tube (fig. 8). The result of the image reconstructions from these projections is a cross section of the
weld as a two- or three dimensional image, in which the indications can be evaluated with regard to shape
and depth (fig. 9).

Fig. 8 - Principle of the planar tomography

Planar tomography provides undistorted reconstruction results for cracks and lack of fusion if the
defect plane is oriented inside the inspection angle range. Artifacts arise for volumetric indications due to
the missing projection angles. The used reconstruction method is based on a modified filtered back
projection. The measurement time (which corresponds to the exposure time of the film) depends on the
integration time per one scan and amounts up to 6 minutes depending on the wall thickness (8...20 mm).
The reconstruction time for one cross section amounts to about one minute on a PC.

Fig. 9 - Results of TomoCAR-measurements. Cross and plane sections of a welded austenitic pipe with
12 mm wall thickness and 250 mm diameter.
a.) Reconstructions of an inner weld layer about 2 mm below the outer surface and measured with
the flat panel detector.
b.) Cross section at position 1 of 9a.
c.) Cross section at position 2 of 9a.
d.) Cross section at position 2 of 9a measured witch the line camera and reconstructed with the
modified filtered back projection and the surface reconstruction algorithm.

This measuring algorithm is a typical analysis method and is used mainly for the cross section
reconstruction in a predefined analysis region. The indication geometry can be measured from the
reconstructed cross sections of the pipe wall (fig. 9b, c).
In a second step the wall thickness and the inner surface contour is reconstructed from the same
projection data set. For that purpose the information about the outer surface is used as a priori-knowledge
for the reconstruction of the inner surface. The wall thickness reconstruction is based on variations of the
pipe surface functions and a minimisation of the square root mean of the difference of the calculated
projections and the measured ones. This was performed under the assumption that the exponential
absorption law is the major model for the interactions of X-rays with the material. Hardening effects are
considered. The result is a calculated binary image, which is used to crop the reconstructed image. Fig. 9d
shows the complete reconstruction of a cross section on the basis of both reconstruction algorithms.

5.

QUALIFICATION ACCORDING TO ENIQ

The European Network of Inspection and Qualification (ENIQ) is a network of the European operators of
nuclear power plants developing methods and procedures for the qualification of non-destructive testing
methods. The overall objective of ENIQ is specification and harmonization of the requirements for the
qualification of non-destructive in-service inspections in nuclear plants.

The handling of the compiled methods was tested for the qualification of non destructive testing
methods. A pilot study was conducted for introduction of ENIQ to Germany. The mechanized X-ray
inspection device ‘TomoCAR’ was selected as pilot system for the trials. As result of this study the
German VGB ENIQ guideline was accepted to be appropriate for qualification of non destructive
examinations. The goals of the qualification and the procedure and/or the expiration of the qualification
are described in the qualification plan.

Fig. 10 - Scheme of the Technical Justification.

A further important document is the Technical Justification (TJ, fig. 10). It shall proof why all
described systems are suitable for the testing task concerned. It contains e.g.
• known results for the evaluation of the application,
• information about practical experiences,
• applicable and validated theoretical models,
• physical verification.
The influencing parameters of the inspection result are also described and discussed in the
Technical Justification. All parameters of the device, of the test method, of any component and of all
possible defects, which could have an influence on the inspection result are summarised as influencing
parameters. A part of these influencing parameters - the essential parameters - have a significant influence
on the inspection result. They have to be discussed very detailed in the Technical Justification.
As result of the Technical Justification test samples with artificial, realistic or real defects had to be
defined. The practical test trails were accomplished as open and blind tests.
For verification of the measured defect sizes, the real defect length and - depth and the wall
thickness were determined by metallographic cross sectioning (micrographs).

Fig. 11 summarizes the results of the measurements. The results from the planartomograms are
represented via the results of the micrographs. It could be proven that the defect sizes determined from the
planartomograms (type, position and depth) agree with the metallographic ones within an uncertainty of
±1 mm.
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Fig. 11 - Results of the comparison Planar Tomography vs. Metallography
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